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Infiniti has announced its alliance with Marvel Studios' Avengers: Infinity War to celebrate the launch of the all-new luxury mid-cross, the 2019 Infiniti QX50, in showrooms. Moviegoers will be able to catch a glimpse of the Infiniti QX50 in the Marvel superhero franchise. We couldn't be more excited about working with
Infiniti for the first time, said Mindy Hamilton, Marvel's vice president of global partnerships and marketing. Between their anticipated start to QX50 and our climactic release of [Avengers: Infinity War], we have recognised a tremendous opportunity to share our mutual passions for risk-taking, adventure, achievement and
progress with fans across the country. Infiniti calls the collaboration a double celebration of the culmination of years of construction to an epic moment. The film is the product of more than a decade of storytelling, and the Infiniti QX50 engine is the result of year 20, which can create a powertrain that can seamlessly shift
between performance and efficiency – the world's first variable compression ratio engine, the VC-Turbo. According to the luxury brand's statement, Fans will also be able to experience additional exclusive [Infiniti] between April 18 and May 31, 2018, including a feature behind the towers that explores the origins of infinity
stones, as well as interviews with acting content from films from the past in the Marveltic Universe and footage from Marvel Studios' Avengers: Infinity War. I was lucky enough to shoot the film last Friday and saw infiniti QX70 make the minutes appearances towards the end of the film. The scene has visual fragments of
an SUV for no more than a few seconds, or less, and features two other characters also known to make daggers in other Marvel films, namely Nick Fury, played by Samuel L Jackson and Maria Hill, played by Kobe Smulders. For a better view of the QX70 and its many features, you're better off watching the 90-second
Date Night ads below. This is the moment Marvel fans waited. Avengers: Infinity War is here, and at the same time is the culmination of hours of entertainment that precedes it and the beginning of a new, exciting era in the Marvel Cinematic Universe. We can say with certainty that the action does not disappoint! Not to
mention it showed us how disgusting we can have on so many theories. But beyond that, the best way to describe Infinity War is that it's MCU's version of Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back. You may be wondering what that means. Let's break it all down with some big spoilers ahead. They warned you! In the middle
(kind of) The film is not exactly a sequel ... or in advance. | This guy's a little loving, but listen to us. The Empire Strikes Back is the middle film of the original Star Wars trilogy, meaning it had the never-going task of tying up Hit, Star Wars: A New Hope, until the last film in the trio, Star Wars: Return of the Jedi. And
likewise, Endless War is in the middle. The MPC has taken their time pushing out all their heroes, with more than a dozen films surrounding the same core group of people in a small universe. All these hero buildings were advancing to the point where we finally fully met Thanos. It used to only be teasing, in post-credit
scenes at the end of the first two Avengers films, as well as in several scenes from Guardians of the Galaxy. With Avengers 4 on the way in 2019, Infinity War really is MCU's ESB. Next: Only small flaws It has drawbacks, but they are easier to ignore Thanos in Avengers: Infinity War | The Marvel No movie is perfect, not
even the most airt travelers from the Star Wars franchise. Beyond the common questions, Empire Strikes Back only really struggles with a few holes. Seriously, have you noticed that Yoda is very willing to sacrifice Luke's friends for the sake of his training? No, there's another one? Darth Vader caught her in his clutches!
But compared to some of the problems of scratching your head with such Star Wars: The Last Jedi, Star Wars: Attack of the Clones, or indeed any other Star Wars movie, Empire Strikes Back is pretty clean. Anyway, Infinity War is similar in this way. There's a moment when the plan, created by Peter Quill, works well,
with Thanos caught by Doctor Strange and Mantis as Peter Parker and Tony Stark work on plucking the endless glove from his massive arm. Unfortunately, Thanos is moving away – thanks in large part to Quill's hot head. But at this point, Thanos is sitting there, helpless. Why don't you stick something in his fist? That
would stop things there, wouldn't it? But compared to some of the other clumsy Marvel films - such as Avengers: Age of Ultron - there are few other real problems with Infinity War. Next: Split Screen Time Split, but Still Together Black Panther in Avengers: The Endless Wars | It's no secret that Infinity War had to beat up
a lot of main characters in a movie. Avengers, secondary non-Avengers, like Black Panther and Spider-Man, and Guardians of the Galaxy, have to fit in somehow. Thus, many of the main characters were separated throughout the course of the film. Last seen in Captain America: The Civil War, Steve Rogers and Tony
Stark were no longer in language. Starc had a phone that could call Rogers in case of an emergency, but that's because of how the events of the infinity war happened, Starc and Rogers didn't interact with each other in the film. Instead, the characters simply paired up in strange groups: Thor with Rocket and Groot and
Quill, Drax and Mantis with Strange, Stark and Parker. The characters we've seen before were generally divided. And it's just like the Empire strikes back. Remember that outside of a few early scenes in the film, Luke and Han Solo share very little screen time in ESB. Most of the film involves Luke training as a Jedi with
Yoda, while Han, Leia, Chewbacca and C-3PO try to outrun the empire. Dividing things up in this way works out really well for the two films, allowing separate stories to be told - and in the case of Infinity War - without making any scenes with too many stars difficult. Next: Great motivation is all about motivation you
already know about good guys. | A miracle in a new hope, Darth Vader is just a faceless villain inside a black mask. He's got a deep voice, a laser sword, and he seems to have some high position in the empire, which makes him scary. Much in the same way, Thanos is a huge banter of a few minutes we've seen from
him in previous films. We don't know who he really is or what his motives are, only he's bad. In both Empires dropped and Infinity War, we finally learn a little more about the villain. With Vader, he served as master (the emperor) and was actually Luke's father – we warned that there would be spoilers! In the case of
Thanos, there are some retrospectives in which we learn a little more about his story with Gabora. We also learn why he needs to destroy half the universe, and it is based on a disease, a simplistic and immoral idea of overcrowding and the destruction of our finite resources. But now that we know the bad guys, that
doesn't mean we like them. The empire hit beck allowed us to briefly stare under Vader's mask – literally! — while Infinity War exposes Thanos not only as a psychopath, but also a psychopath with altruistic intentions. It wasn't until the Return of the Jedi that Vader's story was a full tour, so perhaps the same will be said
of Thanos in Avengers 4? Next: These action scenes! The action is just outstanding Black Widow in Avengers: Infinity Wars | Marvel This one is a little harder to compare because the action is a hallmark of mcu. This doubles for team ensemble films. As already noted, many of the main characters spend the film divided
into parts in both Empire Strikes Back and Infinity War. That means there's not a single big scene where all the good guys fight the bad guy, like in the first two Avengers movies. In ESB, Luke flies snowballed on Hoth, while Han and Leia desperately try to evacuate. Later, Luke spent some time flying and lifting rocks at
Degoba as the Millennium Falcon gang tried to escape the empire. And in the last part of the action, Chewie, Leia and Lando try to escape as Skywalker fights Vader. And it's all perfect. It's big in the sense that it matters to the plot, but it also has an intimate feeling about it. The war of infinity is similar. In one scene, we
see Iron Man and Spider-Man Save Dr. Strange. In another, it's Thor and Rocket arriving to help Rogers, Black Panther, Bruce Banner, and others with the notable absence of Iron Man, Spider-Man, and many more. The separation of the characters during the big battle scenes lasted a long time to make Infinity War not
feel so overwhelming. Next: The biggest comparison between the two Bad Guys won the Villains are much stronger and stronger. | Marvel Studios here is perhaps the biggest spoiler: The bad guys win. Thanos declares that Thanos' mission was to collect the six Stones of Infinity, and he did just that. When we first saw
him, Thanos took Power Stone after he traded Xander. Loki proposes to the space rock (set in Tesseract) in an attempt to save Thor's life, only to tragically cost him his life. Thanos has no problem collecting the Stone of Reality before he contacted the Collector. He makes the ultimate sacrifice to receive a Soul stone
that requires the soul of a loved one to be exchanged for the stone. That favorite was Gamara. Finally, Strange handed over the Stone of Time to Thanos to save Tony Stark's life, and Thanos used this stone to turn back time, kill the Vision, and take the Stone of Minds. And despite Thor's valiant effort to stop him,
Thanos snaps his fingers and instantly destroys half the life in the universe. Exhale. And remember, The Empire Strikes Back at Luke's punches, both physically and emotionally, as soon as he froze Han Solo and took him to Jabba the Hut. The bad ones that will triumphantly come out is just another way in which the two
films are very similar. Next: A major twist at the end Marvel threw a big curveball There will be some spins. | Marvel, while we're back on the subject of the Vader-Dad spoiler, Marvel is pulling out of its own major coup at the end of Endless War. You'il probably never learn that Darth Vader is Luke Skywalker's father,
because come on. It's the greatest movie twist ever. Yet, the War of Infinity throws a shocking swing after all. After Thanos snaps his fingers, we begin to see that several main characters begin to turn to dust and just fall apart. First of all, this is Bucky Barnes. Then Sam Wilson and Chala. Groot, Wanda, The Mantis,
Drax and Star Lord died in an incredible moment. Peter Parker dies at the hands of Tony Stark, a frightened teenager with tears in his eyes. The expectation to appear in the film is that some of the older Avengers, such as Stark or Rogers, may not be able to get out of The Infinite War alive. This is an important lesson in
properly lowering expectations, and the last Jedi Johnson has to take notes. Instead of killing the heroes we expected, Endless War left the original Avengers intact, but killed almost everyone else. It may never rival the Vader bomb, but it's a big curveball. Next: Last thoughts In general you think about Infinity War You
will find things that you love in this movie. | | Endless war is excellent. The film is a triumph from several perspectives, whether you watch it on its merits, as a mass ensemble for a hero, or simply as a biopic thanos, who portrays several of the most powerful characters on Earth for the journey. The biggest way Infinity
War compares to Empire Strikes Back in the Star Wars universe, at least in our view, is that it's the best any franchise has to offer. Will all the heroes who died find their way back? We can only assume that many of them will, given that Marvel has Spider-Man and Guardians of the Galaxy films on the dockets. But what's
good about this end is that the original Avengers have remained intact, which means Avengers 4 will allow us to focus on Iron Man, Captain America, hulk, Thor, Black Widow and Hockey. It's not a perfect movie. It should have been almost impossible to make such an excellent film that would have crammed so many
stars into 149 minutes of screen time. But like at the end of The Empire Strikes Back, which left fans with questions about han solo's fate and where Return of the Jedi will go, Infinity War leaves us with some really good questions and excitement about where things are going in Avengers 4. See the facebook page!
Facebook!
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